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In submitting to the shareholders of this company their report
for the fiscal year ending December 31st, 1879, the Directors deem
it proper to advert to such antecedent circumstances and proceedings
as will render its condition as intelligible to new shareholders as to
those who as members of the former company have participated In
its transactions.
In the autumn of 187d, the Silver Mining Company of Stiver Islet,
the then owner of the Silver Islet Mine and of the adjacent lands and
property on the mainland, being unable to discharge its Mortgage Bonds
for $200,000 then past due, was compelled to resort to some alternative
whereby its property could be saved from loss by foreclosure.
A meeting of the shareholders was convened, to which the entire
indebtedness was reported to be $335,6l5.Jt8 - the assets not readily
convertible into money, and the stock not assessable.

Thereupon the

shareholders determined and,entered upon a plan of adjustment or
reorganization, which, it was expected, would re-establish their interests,
though in reduced amounts, 'would change and extend the mortgage
indebtedness, provide for the continuation of work at the'mine, and
Ultimately discharge or arrange all liabilities.
Under this plan Messrs. Geo.S. Coe, William C. Langley, and
Peleg all, as Trustees for themselves and all assenting shareholders,
negotiated a purchase of all the lands and property of the company,
and also the lands lying on the north shore of Lake Superior, of the

^

Qfcario Mineral Lands Company, together with its personal effects,
and then proceeded to organize, under the laws of the State of
New York, a new company, styled The Silver Islet Consolidated
Mining and Lands Company, with a capital stock of $1,000,000,
divided into 1*0,000 shares of $25 each, to which all said property
should be transferred for Its capital stock "full paid'S and
$400,000 first mortgage bonds.

These arrangements were duly perfected, ami Included, agreeably
to the plan, a remedy for the possible recurrence of an exigency
similar to that which had befallen the former company, by an Indorse
ment upon the entire 40,000 shares of a stipulation binding upon all
shareholders and their assigns, authorizing the Directors to call for
contributions or assessments of not exceeding one dollar per share
at any one time, at Intervals of not less than six months, and not
exceeding ten dollars per share in the aggregate, the payment of any
such calls to be optional with the shareholder, but Its non-payment
when due to forfeit and extinguish the delinquent shares.
The 1+0,000 shares and $400,000 bonds of the company Issued to
,

t

the Trustees have been used or appropriated by them agreeably to the
plan as follows t
Bonds
To holders of $200,000, entire Issue of Bonds
of The Silver Mining Company of Silver
Islet In exchange
Bonus of shares, as agreed
For accrued Interest on Bonds exchanged
Bonus of shares thereon
To Ontario Mineral Lands Co. for Its
property purchased
Bonus of shares, as agreed
To Purchasers for cash at par
Bonus of shares, as agreed

Shares

$200,000.00
6,000.00
i6,550.10
662.00
100,000.00

'H

4,000.00
48,001.50

1,920.06

Bonds
To Creditors of S.M.Co. of Silver Islet in
settlement of indebtedness,without bonus
Ditto
ditto
with bonus
To Owners of 5k, 773 shares of The Silver
Mining Company of Silver Islet who have
assented to plan and surrendered certi
ficates of said shares
To Agents of Trustees for services
Balance on hand

Shares

5,035.93
305.00

32.20

29.557.1*7

21,909.20
260.00
3.216. St

*M)0,000.00

1*0,000.00

As there were still outstanding on the 31st December, 1876,
5,227 shares of the former company, the owners of which had omitted
to comply with the plan, it is recommended that of the above balance
of 3,216. 5k shares, a sufficiency shall be reserved, vie., 2,090.60
shares, to meet the demand of such dilatory owners as may present
their old shares for exchange, and make the cash payment provided
for In plan, notwithstanding the lapse of the time within which the
exchange should have been made.

After such reservation there will

remain $29,557.47 of bonds, and 1,125.74 shares undisposed of.
The purpose for which the special trust was created having been

i
substantially accomplished, tt should be discharged, and such action taken
.*

*

as will relieve and release the Trustees from, further duty under It,
and secure them from all responsibility on Its account.

Inasmuch as an opportune discovery of silver ore of unprecedented
richness obviated the necessity for disposing of all the bonds and shares
Intended and provided to be sold, it remains to be determined what
disposition shall be made of the unused balance.
As affecting this question It is but just to state that holders of

- k $60,000 of the notes of the Silver Mining Company of Silver jsleft were
'
Inouced
to waive the payment of such notes and interest in money, and

consent that they should become applicable In a restricted manner to
the payment of l future calls for contributions onthe new shares, under
the pressure of the company's then straitened condition, and the
representation that by such course only could the plan for reorganization
be made a success.
These notes were originally given in April, 1875* to certain
shareholders who, to relieve the company at that time, put up for sale
to a consenting purchasing party 6,000 shares for (60,000, and delivered
the money to the company for its said notes, although the rate per share
was scarcely one third the current price for shares in small lots at
the time.
Without admitting any liability on the part of this company to pay
these notes, except as provided for under the plan, for the reason
claimed by some holders that they are or may be enforceable against the
old company, the matter is submitted to the consieratlon of the meeting
as Involving questions of expediency and possibly of equity which It,
rather than the Directors, sh'ould determine.
Included in the purchase from 'the Ontario Mineral Lands Company
were 2,220 shares or 55 per cent of the capita) stock of The Vt/yandtftte
Silver Melting and Refining Works.

Cn receipt of these shares they
-- -f*

,

f

were delivered to the Smelting and Refining Works as collateral to an
Indebtedness of the Silver Mining Company of Silver Islet, the transaction
being upon the representation tlurt^20,000 was owing by the latter company

,

t<a |he Smelting and Refining Works.
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Subsequently It transpired that the

Silver Mining Company of Silver Islet was entitled to an abatement or

r

'
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'
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set-off which would materially reduce if not fully cancel this Indebtedness.
Pending the adjustment of this issue the collateral shares were sold,
virtually sacrificed, Irregularly, as is alleged, and In wanton violation
of the rights of the company, and contrary to law.

'

As this transaction

subjects this company to a loss of a majority Interest, In the Smelting
'
Works, It will be contested by legal process.
From the meeting of the shareholders In 1876 forward, opsrations at
the mine were very restricted, explorations by diamond drill were carried
on In various parts of the mine, and an Inclined shaft on the line of one
of its borings was put down from the 9th to the 10th level, following
the dip of the diorite.

This shaft, which Is 100 feet deep, shows a

splendid vein, and work upon It was reluctantly suspended, to be resumed
whenever other conditions would permit.

Another boring south from end

of drift, 1st level, revealed the presence of silver about 60 feet beyond
that point, and was a leading Incident In the subsequent work which opened
out the recent extraordinary and valuable silver deposits.
The rock Intervening between the lake and the excavated portion
of the mine below, and which forms the barrier or roof which excludes
the lake and protects the mine, was known to be rich In silver, and
It was determined to resort to this source to procure means to pay
Indebtedness and further develop the mine.

To accomplish this without

destroying the future value of the mine, It was decided to construct an
artificial roof, longitudinally of the vein sixty feet below surface of
the lake, to be built of heavy brick arches spanning the drifts or
excavations of the east and west veins throughout their entire lengths
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J (about 132 feet at that level,) with a brick chimney or shaft equally

sfrong, enclosing the present shaft and giving a mean** of communication
with and of operating the mine below, when the company should be in
position to resume work there.
When these arches and shaft should be completed and proven by the
hydrostatic test of permitting the Intervening space to be filled to
lake surface, it was intended to withdraw that water, and "steps, 11
or excavate from underneath, the rich silver rock of the roof, from
which it was expected that from $350,000 to 5500,000 would be
obtained.

As the financial necessity for this artificial roof has

ceased, it is to be hoped permanently, ali work relating to it has
been suspended.
To reduce as far as possible the expenditures at the mine, the
pumps were disconnected below the 3rd level In the summer of Id??/
whereby only the portion in which work was to be done was kept free.
As the leakage and all water supply was regular and fixed - being about
five barrels per minute - the removing of the water when required would
be Inexpensive and within the capacity of present apparatus.
In August, 16771 work on the mine was resumed, and a drift south
i

1st level commenced, on the line of' the diamond drill boring before
mentioned) work was also done cutting benches In the hanging and foot
wails of the veins to support the proposed arches, and also In stoping
In the upper part of the mine, and in drifting on east vein north of
shaft, from which "packing ore" to the amount of 23,650 ounces was
obtained up to December 31st, 1877*
This work progressed, and was followed In due time by a diagonal
drift south-east from end of 2nd level, towards east vein, to out the

- y -
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course Indicated by the workings above.

.

.

When this had been,
' ,

;
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accomplished, a similar diagonal drift was made from 3d level with like
satisfactory results.
In the latter part of May a party of miners were set at drifting
and stoping on 3d level north of shaft', vein 10 feet wide, rich In
stamp rock, and subsequently producing some packing silver.
May 1st, stamp mill was set Into operation.
water from below 3 d level was commenced.

June 8th, pumping the

July 1st, the production of

silver ore shipped or ready for shipment, including that on hand
January 1st, was valued by estimate at 77,766 ounces f of packing ore,
51,874 ouncesi of stamp mill concentrations, 25,892 ounces.
Work was now commenced on 4th level to reach the new silver ground,
which was already developing Its richness, winces were made connecting
the levels, and cross-cuts to determine width of veins and quality of
the matrix.

Silver of unparalleled richness was found In the wlnsee,

in the drifts, and In the stopes, and rich stamp mill rock abounded In
all workings, the vein north of the shaft being peculiarly productive.
_,

Work on the 5th, 6th, 8th, 9th, and 10th levels has also been

performed with highly satisfactory results or promise, and the fiscal
year closes with a production of silver estimated at 721,632 ounces,
of which has been furnished from "packing ore" 551*111 ounces, and
from stamp mill concentrations (between May 1st and November 20th)
170,521 ounces.

In regard to the extent of the deposit which has yielded so
bountifully, work only can determine.

Its existence and proximity were

deduced and relied on from the magnificence of the original bonansa,

m* -

I.'

from the fact that the vein was a true fissure,
miles on the company's property, and of remarkable dimensions"-and-'
characteristics.

:

-

In regard to the supply of stamp rock stronger assurance may be
ventured, as it appears to be Illimitable.
lin order to pursue the development of the mine In depth, which is
a duty too full of promise to be deferred, the 10th level drift,
650 feet from surface, is being driven south, and it or the 9th will
be driven north, or toward the mainland.

A bacon 6- Copeland hoisting-

engine and apparatus, with all needful appliances, has been provided
for this purpose.

Another has been procured for and Is .at work at the

shaft on mainland, near Anorthite Bluff, about two miles northerly
from Silver Islet and on Its vein.

This shaft has been sunk in the

slate rock about midway between a dyke of anorthite en the south and

fc#r

a dyke of diorite an the north, 200 feet apart.

The shaft Is 100 feet

deep, with drifts being driven on the vein towards'each said dykes.
t
*
The vein fs ..-of good width, and charged with the Identical variety
of matrix found most favorable at the Islet \ and although silver has
not thus far been found in paying quantities, the indications and
prospects most urgently Invite further work, and to a considerable extent.
During the last summer, surface explorations were made for other
veins traversing the country, from Silver Islet towards Sawyer's Bay
on Thunder Bay, through the break or depression which separates the
headland of Thunder Caps from the mountain range lying east.

Several

veins, or supposed veins, were located, ah Important one apparently

. -?- extending from mainland near Perry's Bay'-'iinjd^r.-'tSp^jake, .v tQ.-.

^^

tiSkaf.,

Shangolnah Island, which is an Island of diorite, a mile or more in
length, distant from Silver Islet about a mile south west*
An exploration by diamond drill was made on this island, but was
abandoned,
owing to a mishap to the engine which could not be repaired
t
there for further use last fall.
r
A small party of miners has been engaged for a portion of the
summer sinking upon some veins of supposed value on the Island of

^

St. Ignace i but as they were unsuccessful in thoroughly exploring the
veins in which silver was found, before their return to the Islet became
necessaryi they were withdrawn, and operations there suspended until
a future season.

With this exception, no expense has been Incurred In

examination of any of the company's lands, and but little more is
known of them than is derived from Prof. Shepard'e original report
to the Montreal Mining Company.
At the Pigeon River location, however, it is stated upon very
reliable Information that there has been found a strong, well-defined
vein of high value.

,

A party will probably explore it next season.

The smelting of the Silver Islet ores, which for the most part
i

was formerly done by the Wyandotte Works, on account of the ownership
of the former company in those works, is now dons at the works of
Messrs. Crooke Brothers b Co. in this city, on terms not less favorable
and far more satisfactory.

The capacity of their works being Inadequate

to the reduction of our ores as rapidly as deliveries are mads, their
enlargement may depend upon the settlement of the Wyandotte question.

j, iti±±**
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The stamp mill, from Its commencement, May 1st, to Its enforced
stoppage, November 20th, gave most satisfactory results, and It la
to be regretted that the impracticability of transporting rock from
the Islet during the winter compelled a suspension of its operation
until next spring.
Measures are not being taken to mine "Stamp Rock" sufficient to
furnish the mill next winter, so that hereafter it may b* kept in
continuous operation.

Quantities of Stamp Rock are being mined and

tt?
T

stored at convenient points In the mine, the great product overtaxing ~"
the capacity of our present hoisting apparatus.
By the terms of the mortgage securing the 3400,000 of bonds
of this company, it was the duty of the Trustees to apply ail net proceeds
but necessary and operating expenses to the retirement of the bonds,
giving preference to sellers offering lowest terms.

Under this provision

the surviving Trustee, C.P* Dixon, Esq., on December 5th, 1878,
purchased 350,000 of bonds, entitled to 3 5 days' accrued interest, for
349,738.42} and on (January 15th purchased 375*000 of bonds, entitled
to 76 days' Interest, for 376*618.96; and an advertisement is published
that he will purchase 3lOO,000 additional on March 1st.
The transactions subsequent to October 1st, 1876, and prior to
the formal organization of this company, April 3rd, 1877, having been
In Its Interest, they may be properly Included In a general summary which
will exhibit results from that time to December 31st, 1878.

ORE SUMIAIR Y

^

'""

Including all smelting to *Jan, 15* 1879.

Packing Ore t
Smelted
Stamp Mill:
Concentrations smelted

Total

Number of
Bbls.rec'd.

Weight,
pounds

Estimated
ounces

Actual
ounces

309

185,895

158,750

197,830

380

322,989

103,413

104,917

689

508,884

262,163

301,747

Revised Est.
on *ra*iting
basis
Packing Ore delivered:
Not Smelted
205
Concentrations delivered:
Not Smelted
117
Total
Total of all delivered

147,215

3 11,798

336,281

124,948

65,022

65,604

322

272,163

376,820

401,885

1,011

781,047

638,983

704,632

Average Value per ton 2,000 Ibs...
Packing Cre ............................3,207 or. at fi.j.0
Concentrations..........................
766 oz. "
*
The 302,747 oz. were sold f o* ...........................
" 401,885 oz. on hand work $1.10 ........,............
At mine Dec. 31, 18?8, 17,000 oz. worth ................

Total ..............................................

f 3,587*70
642.60
1330,133*11
442,073*50
18.700.00

1790,906.61

The accompanying statement of the Treasurer exhibits the financial
transactions and condition to December 31st, 1878.

It is worthy of mark and gratulation that this company ha* so
rapidly emerged from its depressed condition! that Its Indebtedness Is In
process of immediate and full discharge, and that It* mto* r complete In

- 12 -

equipment and appurtenances, shows evidences
"-.-.'.

;-

-

of future value, measurable only by skill and labor.

l
-;
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The persistent faith, will, and work which underlie this prosperity
merit your unqualified esteem.
t .
Respectfully submitted,
EDWARD LEARNED,
President.
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TREASURER'S STATEMENT
From October 10, 18?6, to December 31,

To amount from Wyandotte Silver
Smelting and Refining Company,
*
for silver .................... |20,000.00
"
from Wyandotte Silver
Smelting and Refining Company,
for silver .................... ll.40U.95
"

from sales of silver
in New York .................
from Special Trustees
for subscriptions ............. $25,164.00
Interest -dn do ..........
206.il

"

n

from sale of bonds at par
from sale of bonds at par
(fractional parts)

M

from
from
from
from

M

II
M
II

1.001.50.

sale of insurance scrip...........
sundries for Interest .......... (
returned freights, overcharge . .,
returned deductions on purchases

M
H

M

II

294,148.75
25,370.11

.. ^7,000.00

Gr.
By amount paid old Indebtedness
II
11

31,404.95

Mine agents' drafts
supplies, macHinery,
etc. for mine ....

48,001.50
1,794.50
721.98
180.03

^28,364.49
$85, 135.34

premium on gold drafts*.........
smelting '.....'.....*.............
freights .....................'...*.
Insurance, fire .. *. $l,200.00
insurance notes,marine 4*635*96
II
H
taxes .......................**.
It
It
legal expenses ..................
II
office rent, printing,
stationary, postage, telegrams
and general expenses from October
1st, 1676, to December 31st, 1678,
tt
Interest coupons ................*.
"
" for redemption of $50,182.75
of bonds, under call December 5th,
1878 ......................... ....
By Balance in bank, December 31st, 1878 ........

31st,, 1676. Balance In bank this date,

8,270.43
15,862.24
5,211.6x

7,191.63
3,72906

36,699.93
49,738.42

1401,704.60

- 14 .SSESTS AND LIABILITIES,

ASSETS

-

"

Cash in bank ............. .* ...........
Insurance scrip due fnom. Atlantic Marine
Insurance Co. ....................
Ore In New York unsmelted .... 435*050
Ore at mine unsmelted ......... 17,000

*55,kkk.3i

Estimated ounces.......... 452,050
Available assets at the mine, consisting
of supplies, stores, etc............

497,255.00
.
57.562.56

LIABILITIES

' r

4*430.00

|6ii*,69l.S?

,

Bonds .............................
*3 20,36 i. 78
Interest on bonds to December 31st, 2 month*3,736.38 -. 'i-'f
Bills payable, Insurance notes ......
13*439*22
Sundry old debts unadjusted (not Inchiding the
notes given for stock contributed),
estimated ...................... ...
5,800.00
Indebtedness at mine .................
11,246,20
Mine agents' drafts in t r anal t u . .........
^.0*1^.12
35^^579*70
Excess of available assets over liabilities

1257,112.

•i^S^isfP^
'Z-itysftfr-tf.

v

.". si
S/J^fe.
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SOME NEW SILVER
.
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-

-
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iAt a recent meeting of the Academy of Sciences of ~NfwlV
- " " ; "-V5E';^ - u-

Professor Henry Wurtz read an interesting paper on some new Stiver
Islet, minerals, which, as they constitute a large body of the farfamed new bonanza of that wonderful mine, possess more than a
strictly scientific interest.

Many peculiarities of the deposit may,

if correctly interpreted, serve as a guide in future explorations} ,
but such an interpretation can only be based upon what could, at
first sight, seem purely scientific research.

If intelligently pursued,

such Investigation will become of great value practically, and we
hope that further steps in this direction may be taken.
The species established and examined by Professor Wurtz, while
they seem to be only the pioneers of a series, embrace two varieties
of a mineral to which Prof .Wurtz has given the name of "Huntllite,"
In honor of the well-known chemist and geologist, Prof. Ste r ry Hunt,
of Boston, and a mineral, "Animikite, 11 a name derived from the
.

*

OJibway or Chippewa word for thunder, "unimikie," which the aborigines
applies both to Thunder Bay and Thunder Cape, at the foot of which
Silver Islet Iles.

Of the huntlllte there are two varieties, one very

abundant, which is gray or almost black color, entirety dull, often
porous and crumbly, amorphous to cryptocrystalline, and much richer
in silver than the other variety.

The latter occurs, nore or less

diffused, through the calcite gangue, and to apparently strongly

c ra*t allihe, showing a ' much

l*:-.:..'
-- ." '
The composition of the

.

.....,,.

two varieties is as follows*
Crystalline H untlll t e
Alpha H. -

Arsenic .......
Antimony ......,
Mercury ......,
Sulphur .....,,
Silver .........
Cobalt
Nickel
Iron
.........
Zinc ..........
Combined Water
Silicate Gangue
Calcite

23.99
l*. 25
1.11
1.31

7.33
2.11
8.53
3.05
.33
.55
1.10

Total ,,
Density

96.83
6.27

21.10

3.33

1.04

.76
59.00
3.92
1.96
3.06
2.42
.19
.66

100.03

From these analyses Prof. Wurts deduce* the quantlvalent
constituatlon of alpa-huntilite as t AsAg 2-991 and AsAg 2-90
beta-huntilite, which therefore comprise one compound/which fa

'^

strictly normal according to quantIvalence, with as triad t As'Ag' 3.
The huitilites are subsectlle and submalleable; streak, black} hardness t 2. 5.
The other mineral species detected through the labor* of Prof.
Wurtz, and described preliminarily, is animikite, of which a large
quantity has been found in the new bonanza, where it was supposed
to be native silver.

It occurs sometimes in incrustations over masses

of huntllite, graduating into that species.

It is submalleable and

subsectlle, and breaks with great difficulty, having great tenacity,
with a fine granular crystalline of cryptocrystalline, dull conchoidal
fracture, like cast-steel, and a white or grayish-white color*
specimen analyzed yielded i

One

Vtfc?
f

•'•ffi

Arsenic
Antimony
Mercury
Sulphur .
Silver
Cobalt ............ ..... ........................... . ...
Nickel ............................ . .... . ..... . . . ......
Iron ...........................................*......
Zinc .............................................t,*.*.
Gangue
Density ......................... M M M M. H M. M ....

2.10
l .90
1.68
.36
99-31
9.45

Applying again the rule of quantivalent computation, the con
stitution arrived at Is closely SbAg,

This could appear to be a

new homologup of the dlscrasite series, which would be parallel with
the demeykites.

Prof.Wurtz deems the material so abundent, and

possessed of properties so characteristic, ae to demand a distinguishing
name} though it Is desirable that the above analysis be verified before
' ' ' .: .
- ' - - .'-'-.. - ;. .;:,,.. 4^;-^^-''.^*::':"'\ : ;*'-3F.t:;:-'3T*ir^Si*-; -:^V"
deciding upon the exact constitution above proposed.
Iron Age,
*Jan.23, 1879.

THE SILVER ISLET MINE, LAKE SUPERIOR.
*

t

Reprinted from the Engineering and Mining Journal of December 31st, 1678.
Having visited the office of The Silver Islet Company, and
examined the remarkable exhibit of silver to be seen there, ~we were
curious to gather for our readers reliable information as to its past,
*

~

present, and probable future, and from the Information obtained we
have collated the more prominent and Interesting f acts a^d features.
\

The Islet but a few years since was a mere hummock on a submerged
reef running parallel with the Canadian or north shore of Lake Superior,
and about four fifths of a mile distant from the mainland.

f V Two ve,na Of, eilc,te. n^d;
Jfr'":#
:^

In a northwesterly direction, and were distinctly traceable on the main
land for a long distance, although not showing silver on the surface.
The country bears evidence of violent disturbance, and is traversed
In an easterly and westerly direction with numerous dikes of trap-rock,
styled diorite, the Intervening space being occupied by gray and red
sandstone, having an Inclination or dip to the southeast*

In the rear

of the location, and bordering upon Thunder Bay, rises abruptly the
headland of Thunder Cape to the height of 1,400 feet, similar in
appearance to, though more magnificent in formand sice then, the
palisades of the Hudson.

A break in this upheaval of about one mile

In length on the direct course of the Silver. Islet vein, yet transversely
to it, Induced the proprietors to acquire all the land lying between
their property and Thunder Bay, under the conviction that their
Silver Islet and other known veins passed through this break;

It is unnecessary to detail the difficulties and dangers which were
encountered in establishing a perroanent~f6bthold on the Islet, as they
must be obvious to every one who appreciates Its exposed position and
the tempestuous character of Lake Superior,' It is sufficient to say
that they were successfully surmounted, and the mere speck of
obtruding rock of 70 by 60 feet has become a permanent crib-work
island of nearly five acres, upon which have been constructed all
necessary buildings and appliances to carry on the development of the
mine.

H
It was fortunate for the proprietors that the exposure at the

roceeds of which they were enabled not only to rel
cash advances, to pay arrearages of purchase money, to provide

\

for construction and development, but also to distribute as 'profits
about 1700,000.

- -. -

t

The mine has never been flooded, nor has the rein ever been
lost, as the public, by rumor, had frequently been erroneously
Informed.

The maximum quantity of water required to be pumped

Is only about five barrels, or say 160 gallons, per minute, being
far within the capacity of the engine and apparatus in use t and
the true fissure character of the rein has already been proven
to a depth of one thousand feet.

The rein varies in width from

four to thirty feet, and Is so nearly vertical as to render
timbering for supporting purposes practically needless.
The ore, as it is brought to the surface, is selected; the
.richer, styled "packing ore," being barrelled and shipped direct to
the smelting works In New York City, the balance being transported
to the company's fifty-stamp mill on the mainland, where tt la
crushed, and by a system o'f vanning it is so concentrated that
the silver scattered through forty tons is concentrated into a
single ton, with very Inconsiderable loss, when the concentrations
are also forwarded to smelting works.
The ownership of the mine is largely in the same parties who
were original purchasers of It, and of about 100,000 acres of other
mineral lands bought In the fall of 1870 from the Montreal Mining

Company.

This property, which, in extent, Is about equal to fire

times the area of Manhattan Island, is held by Indisputable title

C l
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m the government of Canada
-

the Silver Islet

.

.--

. :

Mining and Lands Company, having a capital st oo k' of one
**'

of dollars, divided Into forty thousand share*.

,

* '"' .

Its bonded debt,

now reduced to $320,000, la being paid off as rapidly as the silver
t .
rock can be smelted, the supply on hand being largely In excess of
the requirements for such purpose,
The mine Is thoroughly supplied with every thing requisite, and
gives evidence from Its various openings of a most abundant yield
of silver from the Islet alora, without reckoning upon /the product
confidently expected from the workings on the mainland, or from
the other locations belonging to the company, on which exploration* -

•'i

already undertaken will be vigorously pushed next season.

'i-

From the accompanying illustrations of the underground workings,
and view of the Silver Islet location .(see pp. 19 and SOl^-aia^ld**
may be formed of the property.

Its great prospective value can

*

be appreciated when It Is taken into account that the vein la a

l

"true fissure," the ore of unprecedented richness, and all the
elements of cost more favorable than 1^ any other silver-mining
v
district In the country.
1

.

j

We are informed that in addition to the ^2, 500, 000 realised
"tz.

-

' ' -

'

previous to the formation of the present company, there have been
mined and received nearly $^00,000 worth of mineral during the -

!

season just closed, the greater portion of which has been taken
from the now bonansa since August last.
This bonanza, which is located Just south of the original one,

*H

rgely exceeds it In richness, the
to^6,000 per ton, with large quantities of nearly pure
t

"

**

silver, and also an ore of silver yielding 60 per cent. -Aa to it a
magnitude, It is Impossible to say anything further than that all
appearances Indicate its continuance.
The product of the stamp-mill aince July haa been equally
satisfactory, averaging over $8,000 per week.

The mine la reported

as abounding In stamp-rock, both in the atopea and adita, and It
la to be regretted that the Impracticability of transporting thl*
rock during winter from the Islet to the mill {which la on the
mainland) haa compelled the stoppage of the mill until apring.

A

recurrence of thla evil will be avoided In future by an 'accumulation
of rock at the mill during the aummer montha.
It la proposed,' during the winter,' to push forward^the opening
of the mine at all pointa where It la known to be aliver-produclng,
and it la expected that there will thereby be produced a aufftclency
of ore, which, added to the present aurplua here, ever ebery
Indebtedness, will furnish an ample reaerve to provide for all future
purposes or contingencies, so that the entire production next year may
be currently distributed In dlvidenda, aa received and amelted. Allusion
having been made to a recent dlacovery of a new and unknown
mineral combination, by Prof .Wurtz, in analysing ore from the
new bonanza, which has been named by him "Huntilite, M In honor of

•t'H

Mr. T. Sterry Hunt, of Montreal, we were ahown hla analyala of
It, and alao of aome stamp-mill coneentratlona of ore from other

..(J* if
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rts of the mine,
are! not
" *" '- - which
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intention to anticipate the full exposition
which w*
1 r,..-,
''

Wurtz proposes to make, we were pr emit ted to copy the(

aa

given by him 'to the Academy of Sciences, of this city, at its late
meeting:

Concentrations *

"Huntllite"
Silver ...............

58.99

Arsenic Q.. b ..........

21.10

Antimony.*............
Sulphur ..............
Cobalt ,.. b ..........
Nickel ..............
Iron .................
Zinc .....,...........
Mercury ..............
Combined water ......
Siliceous gangue ....,.
Calcareous gangue .....

3*33
.76
3.92
1.96
3*06
2.42
1.04
.19
.86
1.35

99.62
" Silver equal to. . . .
^ Nickel and cobalt .
# Lead and antimony

Silver ..
Arsenic .
Antimony
Sulphur .
Cobalt . .
Nickel . .
Iron ...
Zinc . ..

*f

M 4 20
. AQ

f
.j

Insoluble gangue .
Calcareous gangue

...

13.60
3.2L
•"'••"^*'
9*62
I?.25
16. 90

320) In each ton of 2,000 Ibs.
ZO

The policy of the company is to establish its business upon a sound
and legitimate basis, and, admonished by former experience, to hold the
t

declaration of dividends subordinate to that policy*

It Is certainly a

matter for sincere congratulation to find a 'company which ha* t
*'-' -.f'-*"'
the many trials and reverses which mining to subject to, new fairly
landed on the solid foundations of success which a wonderfully rich
mine and a sound and honest policy Insure.

•t*?-'
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